
Focus Lighting recently redesigned the exterior 
lighting at the Bank of America Corporate Center in 
Charlotte, North Carolina. 
Bank of America Corporate Center is the tallest 
building in Charlotte and among the tallest on 
the east coast, rising 871-feet above the city. With 
Charlotte nicknamed the ‘Queen City’, Bank of 
America Corporate Center is often referred to by 
citizens as the ‘Queen’s crown’. With that in mind, 
Focus Lighting wanted to create a lighting design for 
the building that would be welcomed and appreciated 
by the residents of Charlotte. 
For the building’s first exterior lighting renovation 
since built in 1992, Focus Lighting produced a precise, 
multi-layered lighting design that creates a stunning 
display of ‘Light Paintings’ on the city’s skyline.
“We started our work by analysing the views of the 
building, the crown’s intricate details, and its existing 
lighting (a single layer of metal-halide uplight). We 
knew we wanted to use modern LED technology to 
highlight Cesar Pelli’s iconic architecture, but we also 
recognised an opportunity for Bank of America to give 

a gift to the citizens of Charlotte,” said Senior Designer 
Joshua Spitzig. “This was an opportunity to create a 
memorable design and really have a positive influence 
on how the city’s skyline is perceived at night”. 
“To achieve this, we developed a guiding concept 
of ‘Light Paintings’ for the crown of the building,” 
added Principal Designer Brett Andersen. “Instead of 
picking seemingly random colours of light, each ‘Light 
Painting’ would be an artistic composition inspired by 
a source of Charlotte pride – like a beautiful Carolina 
sunrise, or their beloved Panthers NFL team”. 
To find the perfect fixture to create their vision – an 
RGBW fixture with a tight, high-output beam and 
excellent colour mixing – the team vetted a set of 
fixtures at their studio, then tested those fixtures’ 
aiming and programming at various stages of the 
implementation, eventually finding one that met their 
performance and budget requirements.
A total of 436 high-powered Acclaim Lighting RGBW 
LEDs were installed at the building’s top floors 
to light the crown’s multi-layered tiers of soaring 
masts. New controls enable each light painting to be 
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